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planet has returned to P again. This time the planet is seen silhouetted
at 3, to tlre east of position 2. It has completed more than one ioumey
a¡ound t}re ecliptic while moving only once through its orbit, and its
second journey around the ecliptic was therefo¡e a very rapid one.
.{fter a third ¡evolution t}re planet is agâin at P, but it âppears ât
position 4, east of 3, and its journey around the eclþtic was therefore

4 1.3
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Figure_3s, The Copemican explanation of variations in the time required for a
supedor planet to complete successive joumeys a¡ound the ecliptic. 

-While 
the

planet moves once eastward around its o¡bit lrom p to p, the eartlimakes lya east-
\r,a¡d revolutions from E1 to -81 afld on to 82. During this intelval the apparent posi-
tio-n oI the planet among the stârs moves eastward 

-from I to Z, slightly'less th-an a
fuU trip. During the planet's next ¡evolution the earth moves fr*r"E, ro Ez and on
to EB, so that its appârer¡t position among the stars shifts f¡om Z to I and on to I
again, slightly more than one full trç around the ecliptic.

again a fast one. After a fou¡th revolutíon in its orbit the planet again
appears ât l, west of 4, and its ffnal trip was therefore slow. The planet
has completed four trips âbout its o¡bit and four trips around the
ecliptic at the same instant. The average time requireJ by a superior
planet to circle the ecliptic is therefore idenUcJ with the plãnet'g
orbital period. But the time required for an individual trip may be
considerably greater or considerably less than the average. A similar
â.rgument will account for the similar irregularities of an inferio¡
planett rrotion..

Reùograde motion and the variation of the time required to circle
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the ecliptic âre the two gross planetary irregularities which in an-
tiquity had led asbonomers to employ epicycles and deferents in
treating the problem of the planets. Copernicus' system explains these
same gross irregularities, and it does so without resorting to epicycles,
or at least to major epicycles. To gain even an approximate and
qualitative account of the planetary motions Hipparchus and ptolemy
had required twelve circles - one each fo¡ the sun and moon, and
two each for the Êve remaining "wandere¡s." Copernicus achieved
the same qualitative account of the apparent planetary motions witÌ¡
only seven circles. He needed only one sun-centered circle fo¡ each
of the six known planets - Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn - and one additional earth-centered circle for the moon.
To an astronomer concerr¡ed only with a qualitative account of the
planetary motions, Copernicus' system must seem the more eco-
nomical.

But tliis apparent economy of the Copernican system, though it
is a propaganda victory thât the proponents of the new astronomy
rarely failed to emphasize, is largely an illusion. We have not yet
begun to deal with the fulì complexity of Copernicus' planetary
astuonomy. The seven-ci¡cle system presented in t}re Fi¡st Book of
the De Reoolutionibus, anà in many modern elementa¡y accounts of
the Copemican system, is a wonderfully economical system, but it
does not work. lt will not predict the position of planets with an
âccuracy comparable to that supplied by Ptolemy's system. Its ac-
curacy is comparable to that of a simpliffed twelve-circle ve¡sion of
Ptolemy's system - Copernicus can give a more economical qualita-
tioe accovlt of the planetary motions than Ptolemy. But to gain a
reasonably gooð, quantítat¿oe account of the alte¡ation of planetary
position Ptolemy had been compelled to complicate the fundamental
twelve-ci¡cle system with minor epicycles, eccenüics, and equants,
and to get comparable ¡esults from his basic seven-circle system
Copemicus, too, v/as forcej. to use minor epicycles and eccentrics,
His full system was little i[ any less cumbersome than Ptolemy's had
been. Botl empþed over thirty circles; there was little to choose
between them in economy. No¡ could the two systems be distin-
guished by their accuracy. When Copernicus had ûnished adding
circles, his curnbersome sun-centered system gave results at accurate
as Ptolemy's, but it did not give more accurate results. Copernicus
did not solve the problem of the planets.
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The full Copernican system is described in the latter books of the

De ReDolut¿onibüJ. FortunâtÙ we need only illustrate the sorts of
complexities there developed. Copernicus' system Ìvas not, for ex-

ample, really a sun-centered system at all. To account for tÏe in-
creased rate at which the sun travels through the signs of the zodiac

during the winter, Copernicus made the earth's circular orbit eccen-

tric, displacing its center from the sun's, To account for other irregu-
larities, indicated by ancient and contemporary observations of the

sun's motion, he kept this disptaced center in motion' The cente¡ of

the earth s eccentric was pl4ced upon a second circle whose motion

continually varied the extent and di¡ection of the earth's eccenüicity.

Tlìe final system employed to comPute the earth's motion is rePre-

sented approximately in Figure 344. In the diagram, S is the sun,

ffxed in space; the point O, which itself moves slowly about the sun,

is the center of a slowly rotating circle tlat carries the rnoving center

O¡ of the earth's eccentric; E is the ea¡th itself.
Similar complexities were necessitated by the observed motions of

tlie other heavenly bodies, For the moon Copernicus used a total of

three circles, the ûrst centered on the moving earth, the second cen-

tered on the moving circumference of the trst, and the third on the
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cÍrcumference of the secnnd. For Mars and most of the other planets

he employed a system much like that illustrated in Figure Ub. The
center of Mars's orbit, O¡¡, is clisplaced from the center of the eardfs

orbit, Os, and is moved \¡/ith it; the planet itself is placed at M, not

on the eccentric but on an epicycle, which rotates eastward in the

same direction and with the same period as the eccenhic. Nor do the

comptexities end here, Still other devices, fully equivalent to Ptolemy's,

were required to account for the ¡orth and south deviations of each

planet from the eclþtic.
Even this brief sketch of tlle complex systern of interlocking circles

employed by Copemicus to comPute planetary position indicates t}e
third great incongruity ol the De Reoolutionåbus and the immense

irony of Copernicus' lifewo¡k. The preface to the De Reoolutí'onibus

opens with a forceful indictment of Ptolemaic âstronomy for its in-

accuracy, compleúty, and inconsistency, yet before CoPernicus' text

closes, it has convicted itself of exactly the same shortcomings.

Copernicus' system is neither simpler nor more accgrate than Ptolemy's'

And the methods that Copernicus employed in constructing it seem

just as little likely as the methods of Ptolemy to produce a single

òonsistent solution of the problem of the planets' The De Reoolu'

tionibus itsell is not consistent with the single surt'iving eaÙ version

of the system, described by Copernicus' in the early manuscrÞt Com-

mentariohn. Even Copernicus could not derive from his hypothesis

a single and unique combination of interlocking circles, and his

successors did not do so. Those feahues of the ancient badition which

had led Copernicus to attemPt a radical innovation were not elimi-

nated by that innovation' Copernicus had reiected the Ptolemaic

tradition because of his discovery that "the Mathematicians are in-

consistent in these [astronomical] investigations" and because 'if
their h¡rotheses were not misleading, all infe¡ences based the¡eon

might surely be veriÊed"' A new Copemicus could have turned the

identical arguments against him.

The Hormony of the Copernicon System

Judged on purely practical grounds, CoPernicus' new plane-

tary system was a failure; it'wâs neithel more accurate no¡ signiûcantly

simpler than its Ptolemaic predecessors' But historically the new sysl.

r-B

(o ) (b)

Figure 34. Copemicus' account o{ t}re ûotion of (ø) the earth and (à) Ma¡s'

In (¿i the sun is ãt S, anil the earth, E, revolves on a cucle \r¡hose cente¡, O', ¡e-

.'olu., slo*lv about a point O, which in turû revolves on a sun-centerecl ci¡cle' In
(b) Mars is þbced on ãn epicycìe revolving on a deferent whose center, Or, main-

ì"i. 
" 

û*.il'g"o*"t.ic ,.l"iot to the moving center O¿ of the ea¡th's o¡bit'
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tem was a great success; ù.re De Reoolutionibus dicl convince a few

of Copernicus' successors that sun-centered astronomy held the key

to thJ problem of the planets, and these men ffnally provided the

simpte ãnd accurate soiution that Copernicus had sought' We shall

exaãine tleir work in the next chapter, but trst we must try to dis-

cover why they became Copernicans - in the absence of inc¡eased

economy or precision, what reasons were tJrere for hansposing the

earth and thã sun? The answer to thÍs question is not easily dis-

entangled from the technical details that Ê11 the D¿ Reoolutionibæ'

b""ani", u, Copernicus himself recognized, the real appeal of sun-

centered âstronomy was âesthetic rather than pragmatic' To astrono-

mers the initial cioice þetween Copernicus' system and Ptolemy's

coulil only be a mattel of taste, and matters of taste âre the most

rlificult oi all to deffne or debate. Yet, as the Copernican Revolution

itself in¿licates, matters of tâste are not negligible' The ear equipped

to discern geometric harmony could detect a new neatness and co-

he¡ence in the sun-cente¡ed astronomy of Copernicus, and i{ that

neatress and coherence had not been recognized, there might have

been no Revolution.
We have already examined one of the aesthetic advantages of

Copernicus' system. It explains the principal qualitatioe features of

thJ ptanetary motions without using epicycles' Retrograde motion'

in particular, is transformed to a natural and immediate consequence

of'tÌr" g"o-"t y of sun-cente¡ed orbits' But only astronomers who

valued {uafitative neâtness far more t]ran quantitative accuracy (and

there *å.e a few - Galileo among them ) could consider this a con-

vincing argument in the face of the complex system of epicycles and

""""oÈi"s 
ãhborut"d in the D¿ Reoolutionðbw' Fortunately there were

other, less ephemeral, arguments for the new system' For cxample'

it gives a si'rnpler and fã. more naturâl account than Ptolemy's of

thJmotions of the inferior planets' Mercury and Venus never get very

far from the sun, and Ptolemaic astronomy accounts for this observa-

tion by tying the deferents of Mercury, Venus' and the sun together

,o tltu't ti" ãenter of the epicycte of each inferior planet always lies

o" " 
.o"tgf,a fine between 

-thá 
earth and the sun (Figure 35¿)' This

ãig"-""i"f the centers of the epicycles is an "exha" device' a¡ ad'

hoã addition to the geomeEy of ea¡th-centered astronomy' and tlere

is no need for such an assumption in Copernicus' system' When' as in
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Figure 35b, the orbit of alplanet lies entirely within the earth's orbit
there is no way in which the planet can appear far from the sun.
Maximum elongation will occur when, as in the diagram, the line
from the earth to the planet is tângent to the planets orbit and the
angle SPE is a right angle. Therefore the angle of elongation, SE?,
is the largest angle by which tÏe inferior planet can deviate f¡om the
sun. The bâsic geometry of the system fully accounts for tÏe way in
which Mercu¡y and Venus a¡e bound to the sun,

(o ) (b )
Figure 35. Limitecl elongation o{ inferior planets explained in (ø) the Ptole-

¡naic ancl (å) the Co¡remicau systems. h the Ptolemaic system t¡o angle be-
tween tJIe sun, S, and the pla¡et, P, must be ¡estricted by keeping the cente¡ of
the epicycle on the line between t}le ea¡th and the sun. In tle Cop€rnican system,
with tIie planet's orbit entirely contained by the earth's, tro süch ¡estdctior is
recessary.

Copernican geomeky illuminates anothe¡ even more important
aspect of the behavior of the inferio¡ planets, namely, the o¡der of
thei¡ o¡bits. In t}le Ptolemâic system the planets were arranged in
earth-centered orbits so that the average distance between a planet
and the earth increased with the timà required for the planet to
haverse tlre ecliptic. The device worked well for the superior planets
and for the moon, but Mercirry, Venus, and the sun all require I year
for an average iourney around the ecþtic, and the order of thei¡
orbits had therefore always been a source of debate. In the Copemican
system there is no place fo¡ similar debate; no two planets have the
same orbital period. The moon is no longer involved in the problem,
for it t¡avels about the earth rathe¡ than about the central sun. The
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superior planets, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, preserve their olcl order

about the new center, because their orbital periods are the same as

the average lengths of time they neeil to ci¡cle the ecliptic' The earth's

o¡bit lieslnside of Mars's, since the ea¡th s orbital period' I year' is

less than Ma¡s's 687 days. It only remains to place Mercury and Venus

in the system, and tháir order is, for the ffrst time, uniquely deter-

inined.
This can be seen as follows. Venus is known to lehogless every

584 days, and since retogratle motion can be observed only when

Vetrrs irrr"s the earth, 584 days must be the time- Venus requires

to l"p ih" earth once in their common circuit of the sun' Now in

58a áays the ea¡th has Eaversed its orbitff ( = lfl$) times' Since Ve-

nus has lapped the earth once during this üierval. ii must have circled

its orbit Z{}$(=ffi) times in iust 584 days' But a planet that ci¡cles its

-bit åÉå 
üËä ilË"84 d"y, -*t t"qutue 584 X 

€eÉ4s 
( = 2T) d:rys. to circle

its orËil once. Therefore, since Venus's perioa, ZZí days' is less than

earth s, Venus's orbit must be inside the earth's, and there is no am'

biguity. A similar calculation places Mercury's orbit inside Venus's and

closest to the sun. Since Mercury retrogresses, and therefore laps the

earth, every 116 days, it must comPlete its orbit iust tå*e (=".¡g) tuli
in 116 clays. Th"reio." it will complete its orbit just once in- ll6xi$f
( = 88) days, Its o¡bital perigd of 88 days is the shortest of all' and it is

therefore the planet closest to the sun.

So fa¡ we have o¡de¡ed the sun-centered planetary o¡bits with the

same device used by Ptolemaic astronomers to order ea¡th-centered

orbits: planets farther from the center of the universe take longer to

circle tûe center. The assumption that the size of the orbit itrcreases

with orbital period. can be alpüed more fulþ in the Copernican than

in the Ptoleitaic system, but in both systems it is initially a¡bit¡ary'

It seems natural that planets should behave this way, like Viûuvius'

ants on a wheel, but there is no necessity that they do so' Perhaps the

assumPtion is entirely gratuitous, and the planets' exccpting the sun

aod -looo, whose distances can be directly determined' have another

order.
The response to this suggeste¿l reordering constitutes another very

important åifi.r"rr"" betwtett the Copernican and the Ptolemâic sys-

teås, and one which, as we discovered in his preface' Copernicus
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himself particularly emphasizes. In tÏe Ptolemaic system the deferent
and epicycle of any one planet can be sh¡unk or expanded at will
without afiecting either the sizes of t}le other planetary orbits or the
position at which the planel viewed from a central earth, appears
against the stars, The order of the orbits may be determined by assum-
ing a relation between size of orbit and orbital period. In addition, the
relative dimensions of the orbits møy be worked out with the aid of
the further assumption, discussed in Chapter 3, that the minimum dis-
tance of one planet from the earth is just equal to the maximum dis-
tance between the earth and the next interior planet. But though both
of these seem natural assumptions, neither is necessary. The Ptolemaic
system could predict the same apparent positions fo¡ the planets with-
out rnaking use of eitler. In the Ptolemaic system the appea¡ances are
not dependent upon the o¡der or the sizes of the planetary orbits.

There is no similar freedom in the Copernican system. If all the
planets revolve in approxímately circular orbits about the sun, then
both the orde¡ and the reia'tive sizes of the orbits .can be determined
direcdy from observation without additional assumptions. Any change
in order or even in relative size of the orbits will upset the whole
system. For example, Figure 36a shows, an inferior planet, P, viewed
from the earth at the time when it ¡eaches its maximum elongation
from the sun. The orbit is assumed circular, and the angle SPE must
therefore be a right angle ùhen the angle of elongation, SEP, reaches
its maximum value. The pìanet, the sun, and tlre earth form a right
triangle one of whose acute angles, SEP, can be direcdy measurefl.
But knowledge of one acute angle of a right biangle determines the
ratio of the lengths of the sides of that triangle. The¡efore the ratio
of the radius of t}re ínferior planet's orbit, SP, to the radius of tl-re eartlfs
orbit, SE, can be computed from the measured value of the angle SEP.

The relative sizes of t}le earth s o¡bit and the orbits of both inferior
planets can be discove¡ed f¡om observation,

An equivalent determination can be made for a superior planet,
though the techniques are more complex. One possible technique is
Íllushated in Figure 36b. Suppose tìat at some determined instant
of time the sun, the earth, and the planet all lie on the strâight line
SEP; this is the orientation in which the planet lies diametrically
across the ecliptic from the sun and is in the middle of a retrograde
motion. Since the earth traverses its orbit more rapidly than any su-
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(o ) (b)

Fizu¡e 36 Detemining the ¡elative dimensions of o¡bis i¡ the Copemican

system', (a) for an inferioi plaoet; (b) fo¡ a suPerior Planet'

oerior olanet, there must be some later instant of time when the earth

å, f' *¿ the planet at P' will form a right anne SE P' 'r'i'ith the sun'

and since S.E p is t¡e angle between the sun and the superior planet

viewed from the earth, it can be ilirectþ determined and the time

reoui¡ed to achieve it can be measu¡ed' The angle ESE' can now bp

deiermineil, for it must bear the same ratio to 360" as the time re-

quired by ihe "-th 
to move from E to E' bears to the 365 days that

,ï-r" 
"urrí 

requires to complete its orbit The angle PSP' can be de-

termineil in ¡ust the ,u-" *"y' since the time required by the planet

io 
"ornpt"t" 

it, orbit is already known, and the time occupied by the

plro"t t going from P to P' i tle same as that needed by the earth

io no t o-'¿ io E'. With PSP' and ESE' known, the angle P'SE' can

¡u Ï"*¿ by subtraction. Then we again have a riglt triangle' SE'P"

*¡,t orr" aJute angle, P'SE', known, and the ratio of the radius of the

olanet's orblt, SPito that of the earth s orbit, SE" can therefore be

äetermined just as for an inferior planet'

Bv techniques like this the ãi't"n""t to all the planets can be

detármined i^n tetms of the distance between the earth and the sun'

or in terrìs of any uni! like the stade, in which the radius of the

ea¡tlis orbit has båen measured. Now, for tìe ffrst time, as Copernicus

says in his prefatory letter, "the o¡ders and magnitudes of all stars

"rrd 
,ph"."t-. . . become so bound together that nothing in any part

thereåf could be movetl from its place without producing confusion

of all the other parts and of the universe as a whole"'Because the

relative dimensions of the planetary orbits are a direct consequence

of the ffrst geometric premises of sun-centered âstonomy, the new
astronomy has for Copemicus a natu¡alness and coherence thât were
lacking in the older ealth-centered version. The sùucture of the
heavens can be derived from Copemicus' system with fewer extra-
neous or ød åoc assumptions like plenitude. That is the new and

aesthetic harmony which ¡Copernicus emphasizes and illustrates so

fully in the tenth chapter of his int¡oductory First Book, to which
we no\¡¡ turn, having Êrst learned enough about the new system (as

Copernicus' lay readers had not) to understand what he is talking
about.

70. Ot the Ord.eÌ of the Heøoenly Bodôes.

No one doubts that the Sphere of the Fixed Stars is the most distant oI
visible things. -As for the o¡de¡ of tl.¡e planets, the early Philosophers wished
to determine it from the magnitude of tl.reir revolutions. They adduce the
fact that of objects moving ivith equal speed, those -farther distant seem
to move more slowly ( as is proved in Euclid's Opti.csl . They think that
the Moon desc¡ibes he¡ path in the shortest time because, being nearest to
the Earth, she ¡evolves in the smallest ci¡cle. Fa¡thest they place SatuF,
who in the longest time desc¡ibes the gleatest circuit. Nearer than he is
Jupiter, and then Mars.

Opinions difier as to Veni¡s and Mercury which, unlike the others, do
not altogether leave the Sun. Some place them beyond the Sun, as Plato in
Tímaeus; others nea¡er than the Suu, as Ptolemy and many of the moderns.
Alpetragius [a tweffth<entury Moslem astronomer] makes Venus nea¡e¡
and Mercury farther than the Sun. If we agree witl Plato in thinking that
the planets a¡e themselves da¡k bodies that do but reflect light from the
Sun, it must follow, that if nearer than the Sun, on account of their prox-
imity to him they would appè.r us half or partial circles; for they would
generally reflect such light as they receive upwards, that is toward the Sun,
as with the waxing or waning Moon. [See the discussÍon of the phases of
Venus in the next chapter. Neithe¡ this efiect nor the following is dis-
tinctþ visible without the telescope.l Some tlink that since no eclipse

even proportional to thei¡ size is ever caused by these planets, they can
neve¡ be between us aid the Sur. . . . [Copemicus proceeds to note
many di.frculties in the arguments usually used to dete¡mine the relative
o¡der of the sun and the inferior planets. Then he continues:]

Unconvincing too is Ptolemy's proof that the Sun moves between those
bodies that do a¡d those that do not ¡ecede from him completely [that is,
between the superior planets which can assume any angle of elongation
and the infe¡io¡ planets whose maximum elongation is limitedl. Con-

177
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sideration of the case of the Moon, which does so recede, exPoses its false-

ness. Again, what cause can be alleged, by those who- place.Venls nearer

than thË Sun, and Mercury next, or in some other order? Why should not

these Dlanets also follow siÞarate paths' distinct ftom that of the Sun, as

do the'othe¡ phnets fwhose defereìts are not tied to the sun's]? And this

-inht b" saiå even if thei¡ ¡elative swiftness and slowness did not belie

thJir alleged order. Eithe¡ then the Earth cannot be the center to which

the orde¡- of the phnets and their Spheres is related, or -certainly 
their

¡elative orde¡ is nìt observed, no¡ does it appear why a higher position

should be assigned to Satum than to JuPiter, or an] other Planet'
Therefo¡e T think we must seriouiþ-consider the ingenious view held

bv Martianus Capella [a Roman encyclopedist of the fifth century rvho

récorded a theory of the inferior planets probably ffrst 
-suggested 

by

Heraclidesl , and certain other Latins, that Venus and Mercury do

not go ro;d the Earth like the other planets but ¡un thei¡.courses with

the 5un as center, and so do not depart from him fa¡the¡ than the con-

vexity of their Spheres allows.... Whot else can they-mean.than that

the Jenter of theie Spheres is near the Sun? So certainly the circle of Mer-

cury must be within 
-that 

of Venus, which, it is agreed, is more than twice

as great.
"W" *"y now extend this hypothesis to bring Saturn, JuPiter and Maß

also into ¡él¿.tion with this centàr, making their Spheres great enough to

contain those of Venus and Mercury and tl¡e Earth ' ' These oute¡

planets are always nearer to the Ea¡th about the time of their evening

ilsins, that is, wúen they are in oppcsition to the Sun, and the Earth be-

tweei them and tle Sún' They ãre more distant f¡om the Earth at the

time of thetu evening setting, when they are in conjunction with the Sun

and the Sun betweeln the¡n- and the Eà¡th, These indications Prove that

their cente¡ Pertai¡s ¡athe¡ to the Sun than to the Earth, and that this is

the same ceite¡ as that to which the ¡evolutions of Venus and Me:cury

are ¡elated.--- 
icof!i"i"""' ¡emarks do not actuâlly *Provd' a. thing' The Ptolemaic

,ystå- åtplains these phenomena as compleieþ- as the Copemican, but the

óopernicott explanation is again more natural, for, like the Copernican ex-

plajnation of tËe [mited eloigation of the infe¡ior Planets, it depends onìy

àn the geometry of a sun-ceniered asbonomical system, not on the Particu-
hr o¡bfial períods assigned to the pla¡ets. Copernicus' rerqarks will be

clariffed bv reference to Fiqure 32ø. A superior planet retrogresses when

ifr" 
""*ft'overtakes 

it, and unde¡ these ci¡cumstãnces it must be simul-

i"t 
"o,rtty 

closest to the earth and across the ecliptic from the. sun ln the

itol"rn"í" system a retrogressing suPerior Pianet-must be closer to the

ea¡th th¿n ât any other ù-", u"¿ ii is in fact also across the sky from-

iftã ì"". ¡", it i's only ac¡oss the sky from the sun because the ¡atei of

rotation of its defe¡eni and epicycle have Particular valu€s that happen to

put the planet back in opposition to the sun wheneve¡ the epicycle brings
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the planet back close to tj¡e centr¿l earth. If, in the Ptolemaic system, t}le

oe¡iåd of epicycle or deferent rve¡e quantitâtively slighdy difierent, then

ihe qualitatìvi regularity that puts a retrogressing superior planet across

the s-kv from the iun would not occur' In the Copernican system it must

occur 
'¡egardless of the particular rates at which the planets ¡evolve in

theù orbíts.l
But since all these [Spheres] have one center it is necessary that the

space between the convei side of Venus's Sphere and the 
-concave 

side

oi M"rr', must also be viewed as a Sphere concentric with the otl¡e¡s,

capable of receiving the Earth with her satellite the Moon and whatever

is contained within the Sþhere of tl¡e Moon - for we must not seParate

the Moon f¡om the Ea¡tlr,ì tbe fo¡mer being beyond all doubt nearest to

the latter, especially âs iú that sPace we ffnd suitable and ample room

for the Moon.
We therefo¡e assert thát the center of the Earth, carrying the Moon's

path, passes in a great circuit among the other planets in an annual ¡evolu-

iiorr'råund the Srin; that ,tear the Sutt is tl¡e center oI the Universe; and

that whe¡eas the Sun is ai rest, any aPParent motion of the Sun can be

better eiplained by motÍon of the Èa¡th. Yet so great is the Unlverse that

though tËe distance of the Ea¡th f¡om tlre Sun is not- ùrsigniffcant compared

with"the size of any other planetary path, Ín accordance with the ratios of

their sizes, it ls in'slgnlffca^nt compuied with the djstances of the Sphere

* ti",f,iîit"t:it:r 
to betieve this than to contuse the issue by assuming

a vast number of Spheres, which those who keep Ea¡th at the center must

do. We thus rathei follow Nature, who producing nothing vain or suPer-

fluous often prefers to endow one cauJe with many effects' Though these

views are dihcult, contrary to exPectation, and certainìy unusual,- yet in
the sequel we shu , God iilil"g, muke them abundantly clear at least to

mathematicians.
Gíven the above view - and there is none more reasonable - that the

neriodic times are DroÞortional to the sizes of the Spheres, then the o¡de¡

åf th" Soh"r"r. bee^innine fiom the most distant is as follows Most distant

oi alt is^ the sphe;e of [he ri*"d stars, containing all things, and being

therefore itseff ìmmovable. It rePresents that to which the motjqn and posi-

tion of all the other bodies must be ¡efe¡red ' Next is the planet Saturn'

revolving in 30 years. Next comes Jupiter, moving in a lz-year circuit;

then Mars, who goes rormd in 2 years. The fourth place is held by the
annual revolution lof the Spherel in which the Earth is contained, together

with the Sphere of the Moon as on an epicycle. Venus, whose period is
9 months, is in the fffth place, and sixth is Mercury, who goes round in
the space of 80 days.

In the middle of all sits Sun enth¡oned' In this most beautifùl temple

could we place this luminary in any better Position ftom which he can

illuminate ihe whole at once? He is rightþ called the LamP, the Mind, tÌ¡e
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Rule¡ of the Universe; Hermes Trismegistus narnes him the Visible God,

Sophocles' Electa calls him the ,{ll-seeing. So the Sun sits as upon a royal

thrìne ruling his children the planets which ci¡cle round him. The Earth
has t]¡e Moon at her service. Às .Aristotle says, in his On lthe Generatìon

ofl Anímals, the Moon has the closest relationshiP with the Ea¡th. Mean-

while the Earth conceives by the Sun, and becomes Pregnant \¡/ith an

annual ¡ebi¡th,
So we ffnd underlying this o¡dination an admirable symmetry in the

Universe, and a clea¡ bond of harmony in the motion and magnitude of
the Spheres such as can be discove¡ed in no other wise. Fo¡ here we may

observe why the progression and retrogression aPPear greater for Jupiter
than Satuu!, and less than for Mars, but again greater fo¡ Venus than for
Mercury [a glance at Figure 32 will show that the closer the orbit of a

ptanet ís to ìhe orbit of the earth, tlle larger the aPParent retrograde

motion of that planet must be - an additional harmony of Copernicus'
system]; and why such oscillation aPPears more frequendy in Satu¡n than

in Jupiter, but less ftequentþ in Mars and Venus than in Mercury lthe
earih *ill lap a slowly moving superior planet more frequently than it laps

a rapid one, and conversely for an inferior Planet]; mo¡eover why Saturn,

Jupiier and Mars are nea¡er to the Earth at oPPosition to the Sun than

wfien they are lost in or emerge f¡om the Sun's rays. Particularly Mars,

when he shines all night fand is therefo¡e in opposition], aPPears to rival

Iupiter in magnitude, being only distinguishable by his ruddy color; other-
wise he is scarce equal to a star of the second magnitude, and can be

recog¡ized only when his movements are carefully followed. A.ll tbese

phenomena proceed from the same cause, namely Earth's motion.- 
That theie are no such phenomena fo¡ the ûxed stars proves their

immeasu¡able distance, because of which the outø spbere's fapparent]
annual motion or its [parallactic] image is invisible to the eyes For every

visible object has a ce¡tain distance beyond which it can no more be seen,

as is proved in optics. The twinkling of the stars, also, shows t}rat there is
stitl i vast distance between the farthest of the planets, Saturn, and the
Sphere of the Fixed Stars [for if the sta¡s we¡e ve¡y near Satum, they
should shine as he doesl, and it is chiefly by this indication that they are

distinguished from the planets. Furt}ter, there must necessarily be a great
difie¡ence between moving and non-moving bodies. So great is this divine
work of the G¡eat and Noble Creatorl

Throughout this crucially imPortant tenth chapter Copernicus'

emphâsis is upon the "admirable s)¡mmety" and the "clear bond of

harmony in the motion and magnitude of the Spheres" that a sun-

centered geometry impârts to the appearances of the heavens. If the

sun is the center, then an inferior Planet cânnot possibly aPPear far

from the sun; if the sun is the center, then a suPerior Plânet must be
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in opposition to the sun when it is closest to the earth; and so on âtrd

on. It is though arguments like these that Copemicus seeks to Per-
suade his contemporaries of the validity of his new approach. Each

argument cites an asPect of the aPPearânces thât can be explained by

øither the Ptolemaic or the Copernican system, ând each then pro-

ceeds to point out how müch more hårmonious, coherent, and natural

the Copemican explanation is. There are a great many such argu-

ments. The sum of the evidence d¡awn from harmony is nothing if
not impressive,

But it may well be nothing. "Harmony" seems a sÞange basis on

which to argue for the earth's motion, Pafticulãly since the harmony

is so obscured by the complex multitude of ci¡cles that make up the

full Copernican system. Copernicus' arguments are not pragmatic.

They appeal, if at all, not to the utilitarian sense of the practicing
ast¡onomer but to his aesthetic sense and to that aìone. They had

no appe;l to la;'men, who, even when they understood the argurnents,

were unwilling to substitute minor celestial harmonies for maior ter-

¡esbial discord, fhey didl not necessarily appeal to astronomers, for
the harmonies to which Cdpernicus' arguments pointed did not enable

the astronomer to perform his job better. New harmonies did not

increase accuracy or simplicity. Therefore they could and did appeal

primarily to t}rât limited and perhaps irrational subgroup of mathe-

matical astronome¡s whose Neoplatonic ea¡ for mathematical ha¡-

monies could not be obstructed by page after page of comPlex mathe-

matics leading ffnally to mrmerical predictions scarcely better tl-ran

those they had known before. Fortunately, as we shall discover in

the next chapter, there wé¡e a fe'¡¡ such astronomers. Their work is

also an essential ingredieni of the Copemican Revolution.

Revolution by Degrees

Because he was the trst fuìly to develop an astronomical

systen based upon the motion of tle earth, Copernicus is frequently

called the ffrst modern ast-onomer. But, as the text of the De Reooh¿'

töonibus indicates, an equally Persuasive case might be made fo¡
calling him the last great Ptolemaie astronomer. Ptolemaic asbonomy

-""ni f". more than astronomy predicated on a stationary earth, and

it is only with respect to the Position and motion of the earth that

Coperniàus broke with the Ptolemâic tradition. The cosmological


